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Computing Y5/6 – Do you have the power to create the ultimate slideshow? 

What will we learn: 

- To add music and hyperlinks to a slide. 
- To use timings effectively using transitions 
- To create a PowerPoint presentation to engage an audience effectively  

 

Prior Learning 
 
In LKS2 I learnt: 
 

- To create multiple slides to create a slideshow 

- To add transitions to a slide show 
- To add animations and videos to a slideshow 
-  

Future Learning in Year KS3  Vocabulary 

Slideshow A group on slides in sequence to create a presentation 

Transition A link to merge two slides together 

Animation An image that moves 

Video A recording of visual images 

Slide Layout How the images and text will be arranged in a slide 

Background 
Colour 

The colour of the background used in different slides 

Hyperlink A link to a web page 

Timing Amount of time to move on to the next slide 

Resources that are going to help me achieve my learning. 
 

     

Fun Facts: 
- PowerPoint was originally called presenter when it came out in 1987 
- The average PowerPoint slide contains 40 words 
- Approximately 35 million presentations are da y are given using PowerPoint all over 
the world. 
- There is a game called PowerPoint Karaoke. This is where the presenter doesn’t 
know what is on the next slide 
- Powerpoint can be used to make quizzes and games 
- Many of your lessons are created using Powerpoint 
 
 

To create, reuse and 
revise digital artefacts 
for a given audience. 
 

To undertake creative 
projects that involve 
using multiple 
applications 
 


